
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

This product requires a Plug-In:  Flash Web Player (free download)!   

High-speed internet connection recommended. 



 
 
Interactive Physical Science Series 
 

Engage students’ interest in scientific inquiry, problem-solving, and critical thinking with this integrated 

set of learning programs that provides comprehensive, standards-based, science education. 

 

• Standards-based Instruction and Assessment 
Designed to help teachers teach to the state and national science standards, each Unit focuses on a 

specific set of science objectives using powerful audio-narrated multimedia. A built-in, sophisticated 

test bank correlates test questions to specific science objectives to help ensure mastery of the 

standards. 

 

• Theme-based Applications 
Fun, theme-based scenarios engage students in scientific inquiry, problem solving and critical 

thinking. Students apply new knowledge and concepts in a hands-on learning environment. 

 

• Extended Learning Environment 
Create a custom learning environment by including web sites, lab activities, text assignments, and 

more with the Teachlink feature.  Teachers have unlimited opportunities to extend and expand the 

instruction by annotating individual scenes from each Lesson or Application with additional 

information. 

 

• Classroom Teaching Tool 
Project Multimedia in Your Lectures 

Using an overhead projection unit, you will engage your entire class with our quality visuals and 

animations while enhancing your lectures.   

 

Networks, Lab Packs and Online Use 

Networking allows multiple students to access the same Unit simultaneously. Perfect for 

computer labs and multi-workstation classrooms. Also available as an online service. 

 

Courseware Features 

 

Lesson 
Engaging multimedia lessons help students visualize scientific processes and facilitate conceptual 

learning. Up-to-date, spiraling science instruction builds upon previously introduced information and 

correlates to specific standards and objectives. Learner controlled pacing allows students to adjust the 

progress of instruction to their individual needs. 

 

Application 
Apply new knowledge to fun, theme-based scenarios that promote critical thinking and reinforce skills 

and concepts.  Facilitates class, small group, individual, or online instruction. 

 



Test 
Each Topic contains a sophisticated test bank which links questions to specific standards-based 

objectives. Questions are randomly selected to ensure that the student has mastered a specific concept, 

standard or objective. Standardized-test format helps decrease high-stakes test anxiety. 

 

Glossary 
A narrated word bank, with read-along feature, covering terms introduced throughout a Unit. By 

clicking on a word, the student can see the spelling and hear the word pronounced and defined. 

 

Jump Menu 
Jump to a specific scene or topic within each Lesson using this outline feature. Allows the user to view 

the Lesson by topic rather than in sequence. Teachers can supplement their lectures or text assignments 

with graphics and animations. 

 

Teachlink 
Extend the learning environment by annotating each Lesson or Application with supplemental activities, 

web pages or assignments.  In Administrator Mode, teachers can direct students to specific sites or 

documents on the Internet or local network for customized learning instruction. 

 

Read Along 
Optional read-along feature allows limited English proficient (LEP) and hearing impaired students to 

follow the narrated script more easily.  Designed with careful attention to age appropriate reading level, 

this feature is great for low and below-grade-level readers.  

 

Tool Set 

Built-in Tools include a unit conversion bar and calculator. 

 

Unit and Topic Descriptions 

 

Unit 1: Properties and Structure of Matter – Overview  

Learn to describe and measure matter. Explore atomic structure and how elements behave 

according to physical and chemical properties.  Investigate how we have organized all the known 

elements to help us understand matter and predict how matter will behave.  Discovery why we 

can heat, cool, break, burn, and even transform units of matter into entirely new compounds, yet 

we always end up with the same amount of matter as we began with. 

 

Topic 1: Understanding and Measuring Matter 

Explore characteristics of matter in this two-part lesson.  Part I includes topics such as 

mess, volume and density.  Also learn about temperature and the forces of gravity, 

buoyancy and pressure.  In part II, use the English and metric systems to measure the 

characteristics of matter covered in part I. 

Topic 2: Atoms, Elements, Compounds, and Mixtures 
Understand how historical studies contributed to current atomic theory.  Also examine 

properties of elements such as atomic number, mass number and atomic mass.  Learn 

about isotopes of elements and explore the nature of molecules, compounds and mixtures. 

Topic 3: Physical and Chemical Properties of Matter 



Discover ways to detect changes in physical and chemical properties and how any change 

always follows the conservation of mass.  An understanding of properties will enable you 

to discern ways to separate and identify substances in compounds and mixtures. 

Topic 4: States of Matter 
Investigate solids, liquids, gases and even plasmas.  Explore how changes in energy 

overcome attractions and affect particle motion, volume, and the behavior of different 

states of matter.  Heating curves tie the topic together, pairing the opposite processes of 

melting and evaporation with condensation and freezing. 

Topic 5: The Periodic Table 
More than just a way to present elements, the periodic table shows patters in various 

physical and chemical properties of elements.  Discover how to describe an element’s 

position on the periodic table as well as how to determine numbers of atomic particle, 

state at room temperature, the presence or absence of metallic properties, and general 

trends in reactivity. 

 

 

Unit 2: Chemistry Fundamentals – Overview 

Chemistry Fundamentals reveals the ubiquitous, but often hidden world of chemical 

combinations.  Study why atoms form bonds, probe how reactions occur and how to classify 

them, and survey the wide array of substances resulting from mixing materials together. 

 

Topic 1: Bonding and Types of Compounds 

Investigate how electron configurations of atoms leads to the formation of ionic, 

covalent, or metallic bonds.  Explore properties of compounds formed by these types of 

bonds and discover other ways to look at compounds.  Also lean how to discern organic 

and inorganic compounds, as well as acids, bases and salts. 

Topic 2: Mixtures and Solutions 

Learn how substances combine to form heterogeneous mixtures, colloids, and solutions.  

Investigate polarity, determine solubility, influence dissolving rate, calculate 

concentration, and study acidic and basic solutions and the pH scale. 

Topic 3: Chemical Reactions 

Learn to spot signs of chemical reactions and identify reactions by their behavior or type 

of reactants.  Use the conservation of mass to balance reactions and experiments with 

ways to influence the rate of chemical reactions. 

 

Unit 3: Energy and Its Applications – Overview 
Explore the multifaceted world of energy.  Learn how energy does the work necessary to heat 

our homes and power our machines.  Investigate energy transfers that allow us to see and hear, as 

well as how energy forms the basis of all life on earth. 

 

Topic 1: Properties and Sources of Energy 
This topic unites energy in its many forms.  Use the law of conservation of energy to 

relate changes between kinetic and the forms of potential energy as well as chemical, 

electrical, nuclear, sound, and light energy.  The importance of the sun as an energy 

source initiates exploration of energy conservation and renewable and nonrenewable 

energy sources. 

Topic 2: Heat 



Compare ways thermal energy is transferred as heat through conduction, convection, and 

radiation.  Study the molecular meaning of temperature, how temperature increases based 

on heat capacity, and practice converting between three different temperature scales. 

Topic 3: Electricity, Circuits, and Power 
Discovery what electricity is, how it travels and how it does work.  Learn to identify 

static electricity, electric current, circuits, fuses and breakers.  Use Ohn’s Law to predict 

changes in voltage, amperage, or resistance.  Finally, follow electricity as it is produced, 

transferred and consumed by people 

Topic 4: Magnetism and Electromagnetism 
Understand the attraction of magnetic force in magnets and how magnetic fields interact.  

Explore how magnets and electric chares are related and apply it to electromagnets, 

motors, generators and superconductors. 

Topic 5: Properties of Sound & Light 

Investigate waves and their properties in the context of everyday experiences.  This in-

depth look at the different types of waves and their feature sets the stage for a deeper 

understanding of how they allow us to see and hear. 

Topic 6: The Behavior of Sound & Light 

Much of what we see and hear relates to how waves react with different media.  Discover 

how waves are refracted, reflected, transmitted, absorbed, and diffracted, allowing us to 

see colors and hear around corners.  Explore how different lenses work and can be used 

to correct vision problems. 

 

Unit 4: Forces and Motion – Overview 

Investigate the way things work in Forces and Motion.  From plotting velocity and calculating 

acceleration, to determining how forces influence motion, and devising machines to solve 

problems, this unit provides tools for measuring and describing the world around you. 

 

Topic 1: Motion 

Discriminate between speed, velocity and acceleration.  Depict speed graphically and 

learn to calculate acceleration during this tour on an imaginary bus ride though a city 

bustling with motion. 

Topic 2: Newton’s Laws: Forces and Motion 
Gravity and Newton’s Laws explain how objects move and react.  This topic teaches how 

to relate the forces affecting motion to everyday experiences and observations. 

Topic 3: Work and Simple Machines 
Put your knowledge of forces and motion to work.  Investigate power, mechanical 

advantage, efficiency, and how simple machines such as levers, wedges, and pulleys 

make work easier. 


